With increased emphasis on state standards and assessments in science, one might question whether there is still a role for national science standards and benchmarks. This article makes a case for the importance of national guidelines and identifies key functions performed by the
guidelines provide a vision of what science ed ucation could be and its value to all students; consider the implications of aligning curricu lum, instruction, and assessment to these gUide lines; discuss the quality of current state stan dards; and consider what the national reform efforts have to offer states and school districts seeking to improve teaching and learning in K-8 science.
Based on what is known about national and international measures of academic achievement, the majority of U.s. students are destined to graduate from high school without even a basic understanding of core concepts and skills in science. Nor is it likely that most students will meet their states' standards for science achievement as measured by statewide assessments man dated under the federal No Child Left Be hind (NCLB) legislation.
Although NCLB requires that the tests be aligned to each state's content standards, there are serious concerns about the quality of the science standards used to select cur riculum materials and develop assessment in many states. Furthermore, the lack of uniformity in content and quality across 50 sets of state science standards has resulted in curriculum frameworks and textbooks that are unfocused and ineffective in sup porting student learning (Schmidt, Mc Knight, & Raizen, 1997) . Given these con cerns, what contribution can the national standards make? Do the recommendations in Benchmarks for Science Literacy (American Association for the Advancement of Sci ence [AAAS], 1993) and in the National Sci ence Education Standards (National Research Council [NRC], 1996) still matter in the era of NCLB?
In this article we argue that national standards and benchmarks not only matter but, indeed, are essential to the long-term improvement of us. science education and to the students it serves. By performing several critical functions-providing a vi sion of what science education could be and building consensus for that vision, modeling what high-quality standards should look like, and guiding the develop ment of a new generation of curriculum materials and assessments that can help all students achieve those standards-the na tional reform efforts have much to offer states, districts, and schools seeking to im prove their science education. We briefly describe those critical functions, consider the condition of current state standards, and then focus on the unique role that na tional standards can play in shaping a new generation of science curriculum materials designed to give all K-8 students a solid foundation for future science learning.
Critical Functions of National Standards
Science content standards developed at any level should provide a guiding vision for K-12 science education built on a broad consensus of the scientific and education communities and the public at large. Stan dards should set goals for learning for all students at specific grade levels while at the same time recognizing that the current ed ucation system may not provide adequate support for all students to reach those goals. The learning goals articulated in NATIONAL STANDARDS standards should also provide educators with a framework for designing curricu lum, instruction, and assessment that are aligned to those standards and to each other. In the following sections, we con sider how the national standards docu ments fulfill these functions.
A Common Core One of the earliest visions of what every high school graduate should know and be able to do in science, mathematics, and technology was laid out by Project 2061 of the American Association for the Advance ment of Science (AAAS) in its publication Science for All Americans (AAAS, 1989) . Rep resenting the work of scientists, mathema ticians, engineers, and technologists and re viewed by more than a thousand educators and others, Science for All Americans identi fies the knowledge and skills that constitute adult literacy in four domains: biological and health sciences, mathematics, physical and information sciences and technology, and social and behavioral sciences. It de scribes the nature of the scientific endeavor and defines science literacy broadly, em phasizing the connections among ideas in the natural and social sciences, mathemat ics, and technology, and identifies habits of mind, important episodes in the history of science, and common themes that cut across disciplines and can serve as tools for thinking about and in them. Science for All Americans also includes chapters on effec tive learning and teaching, reforming edu cation, and next steps toward reform.
To help educators develop a K-12 cur riculum that would enable all students to reach the literacy goals proposed in Science for All Americans, Project 2061 collaborated with education researchers, teachers, scien tists, mathematicians, and engineers to publish Benchmarks for Science Literacy (1993) , a statement of expectations of what students should know at the ends of grades 2, 5, 8, and 12. Following the same topical organization as Science for All Americans, Benchmarks concentrates on the common core of learning that contributes to the sci ence literacy of all students while acknowl edging that most students have interests and abilities that go beyond that common core, and some have learning difficulties that must be considered.
In 1996, the National Research Council (NRC) published its vision of science liter acy in the National Science Education Stan dards (NSES) (NRC, 1996) , drawing exten sively on the learning goals in Benchmarks. Both Benchmarks and NSES are the result of large-scale collaborative efforts involving experts in science, technology, and educa tion as well as policy makers; business and community leaders; and parents, families, and members of the public. Both docu ments were reviewed in draft form by thousands of individuals and organizations and reflect their input.
There is considerable overlap between the content recommendations in NSES and in Benchmarks; in the introduction to NSES, the authors describe their view: "The Na tional Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences ... believes that use of Benchmarks for Science Literacy by state framework committees, school and school district curriculum committees, and devel opers of instructional and assessment ma terials complies fully with the spirit of the content standards" (NRC, 1996, p. 15) .
The two documents share a commit ment to promoting a common core of ideas and understandings that all students should know and to reducing the sheer number of topics included in the curricu lum. With a few exceptions, both docu ments take similar approaches to the place ment of ideas and skills within grade ranges and levels of difficulty and detaiL Where differences exist between the two sets of national guidelines, ongoing re search into student learning and Project 2061's own work in clarifying the key ideas in each benchmark, specifying expectations for students, and developing theoretical THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL K-12 learning trajectories are helping to re solve them.
Together, Science for All Americans, Benchmarks, and NSES have helped to shape the national debate on science edu cation over the past 20 years. The national standards documents have also been a ma jor resource for developers of state and lo cal science standards, providing both a ra tionale for science literacy and a conceptual framework upon which the states could model their own standards. To help in the implementation of the recommendations in Benchmarks and Science for All Americans, AAAS's Project 2061 has published subse quent print and electronic tools that shed light on how to interpret and apply its learning goals to curriculum, instruction, and assessment (see www.project2061.org for more information). We refer to some of these tools later in the article. Likewise, the NRC has also published additional docu ments to aid in the use of its standards (see http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bose/ for more information).
A Guide for Curriculum Development To guide the development of curricu lum materials and assessments, the goal statements in the national standards docu ments have been conceptualized, orga nized, and expressed to make their intent clear. The statements reflect a significant and coherent set of knowledge and skills that, taken together, convey some impor tant ideas along with selected supporting details. The goal statements are written at a level of specificity that is discrete enough to inform users without overly fragmenting knowledge. They present subject matter that is accurate and appropriate for stu dents' ages and developmental levels.
Significant. Because there is more valu able and interesting knowledge than stu dents can reasonably be expected to learn in the K-12 years, having a process and criteria for choosing learning goals is essen tial. For example, the science literacy goals NATIONAL STANDARDS presented in Science for All Americans, from which the grade-level learning goals in Benchmarks were derived, were selected be cause of their considerable intrinsic and cultural value and also because they were likely to be useful to individuals in their career and educational pursuits and to en hance their personal and public lives.
Coherent. The importance of coherence to learning has been well documented; part of what characterizes expertise is hav ing considerable interconnected knowledge and knowing when it can be applied (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981) . Knowledge of relations among ideas and of the underly ing conceptual framework that makes those relationships meaningful is what, accord ing to Bruner (1960 Bruner ( /1995 , enables learners to integrate new ideas into what they al ready know (p. 335). When standards present a coherent "story" for the topics to be learned, they help make those necessary connections explicit: from idea to idea, from grade to grade, and from particulars to deeper structures. Newmann, Smith, Al lensworth, and Bryk (2001) argue for cur riculum coherence as a key contributor to instructional programs that are themselves coherent and, as a result, promote higher student achievement.
For the developers of Benchmarks and NSES, the challenge of maintaining coher ence while also drastically reducing the in formation for students to learn was daunt ing. Although Science for All Americans lays out a coherent story of the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind that constitute adult science literacy, in Benchmarks (and NSES) these topics are subdivided into dis crete ideas distributed into sequential K-12 grade bands. To help educators consider the connections among K-12 learning goals within and across grades, Project 2061 has published the Atlas of Science Literacy (AAAS, 2001 (AAAS, , 2007 , a two-volume collec tion of conceptual strand maps. Each Atlas map graphically displays the relationships among key ideas, derived from Science for All Americans and Benchmarks, that contrib ute to an understanding of an important topic such as the structure of matter or ba sic functions of the human body (see http://www.project2061.org/publications/ atlas/default.htm for sample maps).
Specific. Learning goals need to be broad enough to provide context and co herence and yet precise enough to make clear what is to be learned. Of course, dif ferent users of standards require different levels of specificity. For example, policy makers and others with broad system-wide responsibilities are likely to require far less specificity, whereas developers of curricu lum materials or assessments would need to clarify even further what each goal statement or a related set of goal state ments expects students to know (DeBoer, 2008) .
To balance the need for context and specificity, the learning goals in Benchmarks often contain significant detail, but the de tails all relate to a much smaller set of basic ideas. For example, consider the following goal for students in grades 6-8: "Atoms and molecules are perpetually in motion. Increased temperature means greater aver age energy of motion, so most substances expand when heated. In solids, the atoms are closely locked in position and can only vibrate. In liquids, the atoms or molecules have higher energy of motion, are more loosely connected, and can slide past one another; some molecules may get enough energy to escape into a gas. In gases, the atoms or molecules have still more energy of motion and are free of one another ex cept during occasional collisions" (AAAS, 1993, p. 78 (AAAS, 2001 (AAAS, , 2007 .
Accurate. Both Benchmarks and NSES are the products of close collaboration be tween the scientific and science educa tion communities. Although scientists can speak to the correctness of the ideas and skills specified in a goal, it is also necessary to take into account the grade placement of the learning goal and its cognitive demands on students. The statements in Benchmarks express learning goals (particularly those for the earlier grades) in language that is "intended to signal the nature and sophis tication of understandings to be sought" (AAAS, 1993, p. xiii To help in prioritizing the ideas in the national standards documents, maps in At las of Science Literacy (AAAS, 2001 (AAAS, , 2007 display connections among ideas and top ics and can be used to determine which are most important and central to understand ing others. Those ideas and topics that con nect to the greatest number and variety of other ideas are likely to be worth retaining. Those that connect to fewer other ideas might be deferred. Although this kind of theoretical approach to making curricular decisions will have to do in the short term, empirical studies are under way to develop interventions to test how students make progress in learning different topics. These findings about learning progressions are likely to shed light on which ideas are most central, the grade-by-grade sequencing of those ideas, the kinds of instructional activ ities that are most effective and the time students need to learn them, and whether learning those ideas helps students to learn related ideas more efficiently (NRC, 2007) . As states and school districts go about the work of developing their own guidelines for K-12 science, they will want to take advantage of the principles and conceptual framework that underpin both Benchmarks and NSES, as well as the insights that cur rent research can provide.
Problems with State Standards
Although most states claim to have drawn on Benchmarks and NSES in developing their own standards, many have inter preted the national recommendations for science learning quite freely. The American Federation of Teachers (AFT), for example, reports that, although state science stan dards have improved over time, many stu dents are being evaluated with high-stakes state tests that are aligned to fundamentally weak learning goals. Another common problem, according to the AFT study, is a lack of specificity that results in guidelines that are too vague to be useful. Consider the following example: "Students should be able to use basic science concepts to help understand various kinds of scientific in formation" (American Federation of Teach ers, 2003, p. 7). Researchers in another study conducted by Achieve, an organiza tion created by the nation's governors and business leaders, found that many states have not taken the steps necessary to en sure that their standards focus on ideas that are significant and age appropriate: "states have added concepts and skills to try to 'cover' everything, without making the tough choices about what is most impor tant for students to learn. In other cases, standards are repeated grade after grade with no signal of the progression of knowl edge and skills that should mark students' academic growth" (Achieve, Inc., 2002, p. 6) . Other studies of state standards have pointed to a lack of coherence and prob lems with accuracy (Gross et al., 2005) .
A brief review by Project 2061 of how states treat significant ideas on an impor tant topic-the particle model of matter illustrates the problem. Project 2061's study NATIONAL STANDARDS of state science standards revealed that only 19 states have clearly identified the ideas that students should learn about the particle model of matter. Those ideas in clude the following concepts that are rec ommended in Benchmarks as essential for all middle school students to learn:
All matter is made up of atoms, which are far too small to see directly through a microscope. The atoms of any element are alike but are different from atoms of other elements. Atoms may stick to gether in well-defined molecules or may be packed together in large arrays. Dif ferent arrangements of atoms into groups compose all substances.
Atoms and molecules are perpetually in motion. Increased temperature means greater average energy of motion, so most substances expand when heated. In solids, the atoms are closely locked in position and can only vibrate. In liquids, the atoms or molecules have higher en ergy, are more loosely connected, and can slide past one another; some mole cules may get enough energy to escape into a gas. In gases, the atoms or mole cules have still more energy and are free of one another except during occasional collisions. (AAAS, 1993, p. 78) Thirty-one states have no goal at all for these ideas or only vague statements such as these describing what fifth graders in Arkansas should be able to do, but not the knowledge needed to accomplish the tasks: "Identify the relationship of atoms to all matter .... Explain how heat influences the states of matter of a substance: solid, liquid, gas, and plasma .. " Demonstrate the ef fect of changes in the physical properties of matter .... Model the motion and position of molecules in solids, liquids, and gases in terms of kinetic energy" (Arkansas Depart ment of Education, 2005) . Some states have placed goals for this topic at inappropriate grade levels, such as California's expecta tion that third-grade students should be able to understand that "each element is made of one kind of atom and the elements are organized in the periodic table by their chemical properties" or Louisiana's re quirement that fifth-grade students be able to "describe the structure of atoms and the electrical charges of protons, neutrons, and electrons" (Herrmann Abell, 2006) .
Placing learning goals at inappropriate grade levels creates significant problems for science teaching and learning. Research documents persistent learning difficulties that students of all ages have with ideas about the particulate nature of matter (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002) . Holding stu dents accountable for these ideas in the el ementary grades-far earlier than research suggests that they are able to understand them-could foster rote memorization without real understanding. But there is also a danger in waiting until high school to teach ideas about the particle model of mat ter. Because students typically study biol ogy first and then move on to chemistry, they would not be adequately prepared to learn the many biology ideas-about the molecular basis of heredity or matter trans formation in photosynthesis and cellular respiration-that depend on their under standing of the particulate model of matter. The key point is that the placement of learning goals requires careful thinking through of relevant conceptual, develop mental, and practical concerns and ulti mately needs to be tested empirically.
The variability of state science stan dards also presents considerable challenges for curriculum developers and publishers. Differences in the ideas that states choose to include in their standards and in the grades to which standards are assigned make it difficult to produce materials that properly scaffold students' conceptual de velopment and, at the same time, align with 50 different sets of standards. For de velopers of materials that attempt to inte grate science ideas and practices over several grades, the challenges can be par ticularly acute. We discuss the implications of states' decisions about standards in more detail later.
It will not be easy for states to solve 
Problems with Textbooks
Based on data derived from the Third In ternational Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), Schmidt et al. (2001) conclude that content standards have their most direct effect on what is taught through the influ ence they exert on textbooks. Clearly, then, the poor quality of and wide variation among state standards have serious impli cations for what happens in the science classroom. When each state includes in its standards only a few additional topics not found in the standards of other states, in the aggregate these extra topics add consid erably to the total amount of content that publishers believe they must include in their textbooks in order for them to be mar ketable in as many states as possible. Be cause textbooks must meet the specifica tions of each state, differences in learning goals from state to state make the job of developing curriculum materials aligned to standards much more difficult. In a study prepared by the Association of American Publishers, the industry justifies its "typical 750-page textbook" this way: "It is a com mon misperception that textbook publish ers determine the content of the instruc tional materials they publish. Thus it is sometimes asked why publishers just can't produce a textbook that covers less content and therefore is lighter weight. The reality is, textbook content is dictated by the state or local school system that purchases the books, not the publishers" (Association of American Publishers, 2003).
Studies of textbook quality have shown that when textbooks become encyclopedic in size and style, their effectiveness as tools for teaching and learning is undermined. In their analysis of science education systems in 50 countries, the TIMSS researchers con cluded that U.S. science curricula and text books lack focus and emphasize breadth over depth of coverage, thus contributing to U.S. students' poor performance in sci ence (Schmidt et al., 1997) .
Project 2061's evaluations of middle and high school science textbooks confirmed the TIMSS findings and went beyond them by looking closely at the extent to which the textbooks would help students achieve the learning goals in Benchmarks and NSES. By examining how closely textbooks' content aligned with the goals and how effective textbooks' instructional strategies were likely to be, the Project 2061 evaluations provided a fairly comprehensive picture of the strengths and weaknesses of the mate rials available. Applying a set of criteria for judging alignment and instructional qual ity (Roseman, Kesidou, & Stern, 1997) , the Project 2061 studies evaluated a range of materials, including the most widely used commercially published textbooks as well as more innovative materials developed with funding from the NSF. All textbooks except one were published from 1991 to 2000. The results from the evaluation iden tify problems that have implications for el ementary as well as middle school materi als and point to shortcomings where attention from curriculum researchers, de velopers, and publishers can have the most benefit for teachers and students (AAAS, 2002 (AAAS, , 2005 Kesidou & Roseman, 2002; Stern & Roseman, 2004) .
Content Alignment
The Project 2061 evaluation of middle school science textbooks examined each textbook to judge the extent and nature of its treatment of key ideas for important top ics in physical, life, and earth sciences that are specified as learning goals for all stu dents in AAAS's Benchmarks and the NRC's NSES. For each topic-the kinetic molecu lar theory, flow of matter and energy in ecosystems, and processes that shape the earth-expert reviewers looked for in stances in the student and teacher editions where the key ideas were treated in text, activities, assessments, or in notes or wrap around material intended for the teacher. Key ideas for the physical science topic, for example, included a set of basic assump tions of the kinetic molecular theory and their use in explaining thermal expansion and changes of state:
Idea a: All matter is made up of particles called atoms and molecules (as opposed to being continuous or just including parti cles).
This idea has two aspects: (1) that matter is particulate (rather than continuous), and (2) that the particles (atoms or mol ecules) are the matter (rather than the commonly held incorrect idea that par ticles [atoms or molecules] are contained in matter). In principle, the curriculum material could teach this idea in terms of particles, without making the connection to atoms and molecules. In such cases, the content analysis part of an evalua tion report should note that the material addresses this idea in terms of particles rather than in terms of atoms and mole cules. If the material introduces the ideas in terms of particles and only later makes the connection to atoms and mol ecules, the coherence segment of the con tent analysis part should examine how well the material links atoms and mole cules to particles. The treatment of sub atomic particles goes beyond this idea. This idea has three components: (1) the relationship between temperature and molecular motion; (2) thermal expansion of solids, liquids, and gases; and (3) the connection between changes in the mo tion of molecules (with increased tem perature) and thermal expansion. The link between increased temperature and average energy of motion of molecules (a more sophisticated idea) does not serve as a basis for this analysis. The curriculum material should neither be held accountable for presenting the link between increased temperature and av erage energy of motion, nor penalized for including it.
Idea e: There are differences in the arrange ment and motion of atoms and molecules in solids, liquids, and gases. In solids, particles (1) are packed closely, (2) are (often) ar ranged regularly, (3) vibrate in all direc tions, (4) attract and "stick to" one another. In liquids, particles (1) are packed closely, (2) are not arranged regularly, (3) can slide past one another, (4) attract and are connected loosely to one another. In gases, particles (1) are far apart, (2) are arranged randomly, (3) spread evenly through the spaces they oc cupy, (4) move in all directions, (5) Although nearly all of the key ideas for each of the three topics were presented in the textbooks, the books did not focus on them. The sheer volume of information and the inclusion of a great many unrelated ideas, technical terminology for its own sake, and pointless detail usually obscured the most important ideas.
OveralL the textbooks lacked a mean ingful narrative to weave the key ideas into a coherent story-such as by showing how they can be used to explain a variety of observable phenomena-and rarely tried to extend previously encountered ideas to new contexts or to connect different appli cations of the same idea to each other. The sequence in which ideas were presented often appeared to be arbitrary rather than based on the logic of the discipline or on what is known about how students learn the ideas. For example, in some textbooks, "explanations of changes of state in the ear lier units rely on the ideas that particles are in motion and increased temperature means increased molecular motion, al though these ideas are explicitly intro duced only in later units on heat and en ergy" (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002, p. 528) .
Instructional Quality Project 2061 contends that for students to learn the important science concepts and skills identified in Benchmarks and NSES, curriculum materials must do much more than merely present the ideas and expect teachers to apply a generic set of instruc tional strategies to convey those ideas to students. As described above, the middle school science textbooks evaluated in the Project 2061 study fell short in their presen tation of the key ideas used as the basis for the evaluation. The instructional strategies the textbooks used were judged to be equally unfocused and inadequate to sup port effective teaching and learning. Using a set of evaluative criteria based on the available research on the difficulties many students have learning the key ideas, the Project 2061 study applied the criteria to each instance in which the ideas were pre sented in the textbooks.
The criteria take into account what is known about successful science teaching and learning, particularly when the goal is to help a diverse range of students achieve at least basic science literacy. Accordingly, the criteria attend to aspects of instruction that recognize and deal with individual dif ferences among students and enable teach ers to identify, address, and build on the ideas and skills their students already have. Specifically, the Project 2061 evaluation study used the criteria to consider "whether and how materials make their purposes explicit and meaningful to students, take account of student preexisting knowledge (both con ceptual and cultural), provide a variety of phenomena and representations to make abstract ideas plausible and intelligible to stu dents, guide student interpretation and rea soning, and help teachers create a leaming based classroom environment where all can succeed" (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002, p. 525) . Project 2061's textbook evaluation also examined the quality of the assessment re sources and activities provided as part of each textbook program. Reviewers looked carefully at the match between the knowl edge targeted in a benchmark or standard and the knowledge tested by an assessment question or task. They considered whether NATIONAL STANDARDS the assessments would measure what stu dents actually know about the key ideas rather than their ability to memorize defi nitions and formulas and whether the as sessments would provide teachers with useful feedback for modifying their instruc tion.
Findings
Of the nine multiyear middle school sci ence programs evaluated in the Project 2061 study, not one was judged to be effec tive in helping students learn key ideas identified as important to science literacy in Benchmarks and NSES. Among the most troubling shortcomings found in the mate rials was the failure to help students relate scientific concepts they study to a range of appropriate phenomena or to use key sci ence ideas to explain real-world phenom ena. For example, research has shown that through hands-on activities, demonstra tions, discussions, and other strategies, students can be helped to view scientific concepts as both plausible and useful ex planations of real-world events and obser vations (Anderson & Smith, 1987; Cham pagne, Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1985; Strike & Posner, 1985) . And yet Project 2061's evalua tion revealed that, "Although all [textbook] programs claimed to be activity-based and indeed included several hands-on activities in each chapter, activities only occasionally targeted key ideas and were often add-on features that were neither well integrated with the rest of the text nor explicitly linked to the key ideas" (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002, pp. 533-534) .
The evaluation also revealed that text books rarely took account of students' be liefs that can interfere with learning, did little to scaffold students' efforts to make meaning of phenomena and representa tions, and offered little to encourage stu dents to develop and use their science ideas. The textbooks also failed to provide teachers with support that would enable them to interpret students' work or to help students overcome common misconcep tions or fill in gaps in their prerequisite knowledge. Although many of the text books contained handsomely rendered drawings, diagrams, and other illustrative material, a large proportion of these were inaccurate, mislabeled, confusing, or pe ripheral to the central ideas that were the focus of the lesson (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002; Kurth & Roseman, 2001; Roseman & Caldwell, 2001 ). Assessments included in or with the textbooks-that is, assessments embedded throughout a unit, end-of chapter quizzes, or end-of-unit tests-were poorly aligned to the content in bench marks and standards or were focused largely on relatively trivial aspects of the content. The evaluation found that even when assessments were aligned to the con tent, many tasks were "incomprehensible and ... not likely to reveal students' diffi culties" (Stem & Ahlgren, 2002, p. 905) . As a result, according to the study, many of the middle school materials did not "assist teachers in interpreting students' responses or in using these responses to change the instruction. The end-of-instruction assess ments might be useful for teachers to grade their students but not to monitor what stu dents actually know about core ideas as a feedback to instruction" (Stem & Ahlgren, 2002, p. 905) .
For the physical science topic-the ki netic molecular theory- Figure 1 displays the scores for instructional quality across all nine of the middle school materials eval uated in the Project 2061 study. Only Mat ter and Molecules, a stand-alone unit de veloped in the 1980s as part of a research project investigating how to improve stu-dent learning, was rated as effective in helping students understand the set of ideas that are central to the topic.
Implications for Elementary Science
In addition to its evaluation of middle grades curriculum materials (which en compassed materials intended for use in grades 6 through 9), Project 2061 also ex amined high school biology textbooks in a subsequent study. However, there has been no systematic evaluation of the textbooks, kits, and other materials commonly used for elementary school science. Neverthe less, given that a few commercial publish ers control nearly 70% of the market for K-4 science textbooks (Weiss, Banilower, McMahon, & Smith, 2001) and that most of these also publish the middle and high school textbooks that were rated poorly in the Project 2061 evaluations, it is likely that materials used in the lower grades have the same kinds of deficiencies as materials for the upper grades. As for elementary mate rials developed with NSF funding, most were already under way before the publi cation of Benchmarks and NSES, and, as a result, were not designed with those goals in mind.
The lack of good science and mathemat ics textbooks has especially serious impli cations for K-S students. For example, research has shown that the less content specific training that teachers receive, the more likely they are to rely on textbooks as their primary source of instructional guid ance in the classroom (Schmidt et al., 1997) . In general, elementary teachers receive far less preparation in science and mathemat ics than middle or high school teachers. Furthermore, many early childhood curric ulum programs take an integrated ap proach, which may lead teachers to empha size those disciplines in which they feel most comfortable, often at the expense of mathematics and science (Copley & Pad ron, 1999) .
To begin to fill the need for high-quality NATIONAL STANDARDS elementary science materials, Project 2061 has been identifying, developing, and test ing a set of components that can be used to create materials that are well aligned with the learning goals in Benchmarks and NSES and meet Project 2061's criteria for support ing effective instruction. Some of these components are being designed especially for use in elementary curricula and focus on topics such as light, the solar system, and processes that shape the earth. The components include (1) summaries of exist ing research on how students learn key ideas in the targeted benchmark, (2) phe nomena and representations that can make key ideas plausible and intelligible to stu dents, and (3) questions that can help elicit students' ideas and scaffold and assess their understanding of phenomena and representations (Kesidou, Kurth, Willard, Caldwell, & Wilson, 2004) . Useful for researchers, curriculum developers, and teachers, these well-aligned and carefully screened components can be incorporated into classroom activities and into curricu lum materials that are being used to inves tigate student learning.
A New Generation of Science Curriculum Materials
Findings from Project 2061's textbook eval uations, from the TIMSS analysis, and from other studies, although pointing to serious shortcomings in materials, have also stim ulated interest in developing the knowl edge base, principles, and processes that can lead to the design of new and more effective science curriculum materials. Col laborations between researchers and curric ulum developers have begun to yield both theoretical and practical results, and the methods and criteria Project 2061 used to analyze curriculum materials and their aligrunent to standards are being discussed in the field and adapted for use in curricu lum development (Heller, 2001; Krajcik, McNeill, & Reiser, 2008) .
The Role of Research
One of the most important outcomes of Project 2061's textbook evaluations has been the realization that curriculum design must take place within the context of re search on students' learning. Calling for "new partnerships between researchers and curriculum developers," Project 2061's study of middle school materials points out that there are "many topics in the science curriculum that have hardly been studied" (Kesidou & Roseman, 2002, p. 541) . One example of how development teams have tried to attend to these research needs by incorporating them into their curriculum design strategies can be seen in the IQWST (Investigating and Questioning Our World through Science and Technology) project led by researchers at the University of Michigan, Northwestern University, and the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel (Center for Highly Interactive Classrooms, Curricula and Computing in Education, 2007; Shwartz et al., 2008 , in this issue). Although IQWST is aimed at middle school students, the design principles and pro cesses that have guided its development can easily be adapted for use by developers of elementary materials. Funded through the NSF's instructional materials develop ment program, the IQWST curriculum fo cuses on national content standards for life, earth, and physical science at the middle school level. Project 2061's involvement with the IQWST development team has been extensive.
While taking advantage of the existing research on student learning to inform their curriculum design, the developers of IQWST also conducted their own research with stu dents and teachers throughout the design process. Project 2061 analyzed the IQWST materials in draft form and provided exten sive feedback and suggestions for revi sions. By systematically testing their as sumptions about goals, pedagogy, and classroom implementation within the con text in which the materials would actually THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL be used, the IQWST design team was able to think through all aspects of the material more carefully and take advantage of feed back on the material from a variety of sources:
We collected a variety of data sources that allowed us to evaluate the curriculum ma terials in terms of their learning goals alignment and pedagogical supports, and the enactments of the curriculum in terms of classroom focus on student learning, engagement in scientific practices, and participation in project-based pedagogy. The data sources included student pre and posttests, student artifacts, field notes, se lected classroom videos, teacher feedback, Project 2061 review, and content expert feedback. We used these data sources to identify and triangulate design issues to be addressed in subsequent curriculum re visions. (Krajcik et al., 2008) Because of this research effort, each unit in IQWST is being designed for students at a particular grade based on an analysis of the data and on an iterative process of pilot testing in the classroom, revising based on feedback, further testing, and so on. The developers have been willing to pay atten tion to what they were learning and to make the kinds of mid-course corrections that were needed. Similarly, the IQWST units are being conceptualized and tested to ensure that the needed prerequisites within a grade band are in place. As a re sult, when the final units are completed, they will fit together in a carefully thought through sequence and will not lend them selves to being "mixed and matched" for use in any grade or in any sequence.
A Focus on Learning Goals
Developers of the next generation of sci ence curriculum materials are also putting benchmarks and standards-and the in structional strategies that can help students meet them-at the center of their efforts. The IQWST development team uses the term "learning-goals driven design" to describe its design approach (Krajcik et al., 2008) , but the description could apply equally well to the process used by the Interactions in Physical Science (formerly known as Constructing Ideas in Physical Science or CIPS) development team, an other university-based curriculum project funded by NSF (Goldberg, Bendall, Heller, & Poel, 2005) . For both teams, their first step required careful consideration and se lection of the content learning goals, which then informed all subsequent phases of the curriculum design and evaluation process. For the IQWST team, this involved "un packing" the content standards to consider "what content is important, as well as what aspects are suitable for middle school stu dents by examining common student diffi culties, prior understandings needed to build the target understanding, and aspects of prior conceptions that may pose chal lenges" (Krajcik et al., 2008) .
Because both development teams aim for greater depth of understanding rather than mere coverage, their selection of goals had strategic implications. The Interactions team initially focused on a set of 63 bench marks to be addressed in a I-year course. However, after clarifying the goals and considering the time and effort it would take for students to achieve a deep under standing of all of the targeted ideas as de fined by the Project 2061 instructional cri teria, the developers realized that "if we included too many related benchmarks from other chapters, we would risk having teachers rush through the curriculum activ ities and leave inadequate time for students to make sense of the content benchmarks" (Heller, 2001 ). In the end, the Interactions developers pared down their original list of 45 targeted ideas to just 17, concluding that there was simply not enough instructional time in 1 year for more.
In addition to being explicit about con tent standards that materials address, the developers of Interactions and IQWST have also made a commitment to applying the Project 2061 content and instructional crite ria to the task of curriculum design. Both have used the criteria to guide their initial conception and design of the components of their materials and as an analytical tool to evaluate the alignment and likely effec tiveness of those components at various points along the way. For example, once the developers of Interactions had selected the learning goals for their material, they then applied the Project 2061 criteria to the activities they planned to use. At first, they found it difficult to "give up our favorite activities or approaches to teaching partic ular content ideas," even when those activ ities did not meet Project 2061's content and instructional criteria (Heller, 2001) . Never theless, they were able to use the criteria to evaluate their planned activities, place them along a learning trajectory, and create several learning cycles to target a small set of related benchmarks.
In its role as consultant to both devel opment teams, Project 2061 used its content and instructional criteria to provide expert analysis of the Interactions and IQWST ma terials in draft form and extensive feedback and suggestions for revisions. For example, in reviewing an IQWST unit focused on chemical reactions, Project 2061 pointed out that"given the importance of the explana tory power of atoms, it is important to de velop this idea through several instances, rather than the limited number described below. While this aspect of the learning goal was not something 'taken on' by the unit developers, we think they should con sider doing so" (Roseman, 2003) .
Following up on Project 2061's recom mendations, which drew on both an anal ysis of the discipline and the learning re search, IQWST developers revised their unit: "Project 2061 argued that we should introduce the particle nature of matter ear lier and use it across the multiple different contexts .... In debriefing interviews, pilot teachers agreed that the particle nature of matter and the concepts of molecules could be brought in earlier, and might increase students' understanding of substances and chemical reactions .... We revised the unit to include three learning sets with a focus on substance and property, chemical re actions, and conservation of mass, with the particle nature of matter integrated throughout each learning set" (Krajcik et al., 2008) .
Two of the Project 2061 instructional cri teria reflect the cognitive apprenticeship learning model and are used to look for evidence that a material helps students make use of scientific ideas by explicitly modeling that use and providing principles and examples of how to judge it. The crite ria also are used to consider whether a ma terial provides students with guided prac tice at first, followed by practice in which guidance is gradually decreased. Project 2061's analysis helped the IQWST develop ers see where they needed to articulate more specifically, for example, what stu dents' explanations of chemical reactions should include: "Project 2061's review of our learning performances specifically ar ticulated a concern that the learning perfor mances had not clearly defined what is meant by 'explain.' ... [While] in our dis cussions, we had unpacked scientific expla nation ... into three components: claim, ev idence, and reasoning .... We realized this unpacking was not provided as an explicit structure in either the student or teacher materials .... [Our data revealed] that stu dents had difficulty with evidence and rea soning aspects of constructing scientific explanations" (Krajcik et al., 2008) . The Project 2061 analysis also revealed prob lems with the material's assessments and helped the developers identify the source of the problems-the need to specify more precisely the ideas to be learned. According to the developers, by identifying and ad dressing these problems, they were able to create "consistency across the unit includ ing the assessment measures, which are of ten a neglected portion of the design pro cess" (Krajcik et al., 2008) .
Because of the developers' careful focus on specific learning goals and their use of Project 2061's content and instructional cri-THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL JOURNAL teria, each unit in Interactions and IQWST has been precisely designed for students at a particular grade based on the available research, attention to instruction that sup ports the relevant learning goals, and an interactive process of pilot testing in the classroom, revising based on feedback, fur ther testing, and so on. For example, the I-year Interactions curriculum was initially tested in grades 7, 8, and 9, but the devel opers eventually settled on students in grades 7 and 8 as the most appropriate target population. Through their own research and through Project 2061's analyses of their ma terials, both development teams have taken on at least some of the analytical and empir ical studies that the National Research Coun cil has identified as necessary for evaluating curricular effectiveness (NRC, 2004) .
Coherence Curriculum developers must also take account of the growing body of research that demonstrates the importance of coher ence to the development of students' sci ence understanding. Coherence has many aspects-narrative, cognitive, pedagogical, as well as disciplinary-all of which have a role in creating more effective learning experiences (Roseman, Stem, & Koppal, 2008) . Curriculum developers are investi gating ways to organize and present sci ence concepts coherently, design more coherent curriculum and curriculum mate rials, and make use of instructional strate gies that foster students' ability to connect and apply their knowledge of science con cepts and skills. As a first step, many are using Science for All Americans, Benchmarks, and NSES to identify and clarify the signif icant science ideas as the foundation for lessons, units, materials, or an entire K-12 curriculum focused on a coherent set of important science ideas.
To help developers specify and charac terize connections among these ideas and essential prerequisites, the conceptual strand maps published in the Atlas of Sci-ence Literacy (AAAS, 2001 (AAAS, , 2007 provide a model for nearly 100 topics that are central to science literacy. Based on the Atlas maps, developers can then create even more de tailed maps that make up the learning se quences for their materials. For developers of elementary level materials, the Atlas strand maps serve as a visual reminder of the larger K-12 context for learning in the early grades: the ideas and skills acquired in the first few years must set the stage for more sophisticated ideas to be encountered in later grades.
Policy Implications
It is important to acknowledge that even with the best possible standards in place, neither standards nor textbooks that are aligned to them are sufficient on their own to accomplish the kinds of changes that are needed in science teaching and learning at any level of schooling. Social and economic inequalities continue to have a significant effect on the educational outcomes and ca reer aspirations of far too many U.S. chil dren. And yet much can be accomplished if time and resources are invested wisely to improve the science curriculum materials used in classrooms. Focusing on the curric ular issues raised in this article, we offer a few modest recommendations about how we think federal and state education poli cies can make a difference.
Draw on National Benchmarks and Standards Despite recent federal action to encour age voluntary national science standards, most standards-setting activity in the near term is likely to take place at the state level. And although neither Benchmarks nor NSES claims to be a perfect set of goals, there is far greater respect for the national stan dards documents and for their conceptual ization and placement of learning goals than for the standards of any state. This respect, of course, does not take the place of well-designed, empirical tests to determine NATIONAL STANDARDS more precisely what, how, and when stu dents are best able to learn specific science ideas. But given the pace of research and the current resources devoted to it, educa tors, curriculum developers, publishers, and policy makers are unlikely to have the benefit of empirical support for the range of decisions they must make about the goals, strategies, and outcomes of science educa tion. At the very least, the recommenda tions in the national documents, which have been carefully vetted and received wide acceptance, can help to overcome the incoherence that results from 50 sets of state standards of highly variable quality. Consider, for example, the map in Figure 2 that illustrates how states' decisions about the grade placement of two sets of ideas might, in theory, affect their ability to adopt the IQWST integrated middle school cur riculum, which is being developed to be compatible with the national documents. Figure 2 shows that if states interpret their standards rigidly, only five of them would be able to adopt this curriculum, which ad dresses the topics of the particulate model of matter and light and matter interactions in the sixth grade. Rather than revising their standards independently yet again, states might do well to join together to adapt the national benchmarks and stan dards as regional guidelines, thereby exert ing more influence on the content of text books and other kinds of curriculum materials available for adoption. At the very least, states should allow districts and schools more flexibility in their textbook adoption policies, making it possible for them to adopt curriculum materials that are aligned to national benchmarks and stan dards as well as to their own state stan dards. Federal and private funding agen cies can do much to support a more consistent goals-based approach by encour aging the use of national standards (or re gional standards based on them) through their science education program guidelines and solicitations. Increase the National Investment in Curriculum Research and Development Little progress can be made without bet ter and more comparable data on what works, why, and with whom. Enormous complexities are involved in conducting the research needed and interpreting the results, but it is essential that researchers meet this challenge and develop high quality data that can inform the many de cisions in which curriculum plays a role.
In its review of hundreds of studies of mathematics curricula, the National Re search Council found that no single method or study design could adequately evaluate effectiveness. Instead, the council advo cated the use of "multiple methods of eval uation, each of which should be a scientif ically valid study" (NRC, 2004, p. 5) . Given the time and resources needed to conduct large-scale empirical studies of student learning, perhaps a two-step approach is required. Analytical studies using methods such as those developed by Project 2061 for its textbook evaluations could be applied first to predict which materials were most likely to be effective. A series of next steps would involve small-and large-scale em pirical studies of those promising materi als.
Whatever approach is taken, it is impor tant that all involved be realistic about the time and resources needed to produce high-quality materials and to evaluate their effectiveness. It will require significant and more consistent long-term funding from federal government agencies such as the NSF and the Department of Education, from private foundations and professional organizations, and from state agencies. Re search on the effectiveness of curriculum materials should be viewed as an essential step at all stages of the curriculum devel opment process rather than just at the end, and budgets and timelines for development projects should reflect that.
The science curriculum is just one part of the larger science education system, and the curriculum problems described in this article require systemic solutions in which all elements of the education system are focused on the learning goals educators want students to achieve. In addition to textbooks, assessments must also align with the goals and must fit into a coherent, purposefully designed K-12 curriculum. And, finally, teachers who have the prepa ration and support to help their students achieve those goals and communities that understand the goals and are committed to reform are also needed.
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